Abstract.
Preliminaries
Let Q be a set, X a field of subsets of Q, and X a real Banach space. The following notations will be in use: P(b)fc(X) = {A Ç X : nonempty, (bounded) closed, convex}. Pwkc(X) -{AC X : nonempty, weakly compact, convex}. A set function M: X -» 2X\{0} will be strongly additive if for {An}"n ç X pairwise disjoint, the series ¿">i x" converges for any x" e M(A"). The range M(L) of M is the set (jA€l M(A). If I, is a cr-field, a multimeasure M is a map M : X -► P/C(X) such that M(0) -{0} and for {An}neN Q Z pairwise disjoint we have
M \[f]An\=YJM(An).
There are several ways to interpret the sum of the sets in the right-hand side. In this work we will be using the following two:
(1) M is a (strong) multimeasure if for any x" e M(A") the series Y,n>\ x" converges in the norm and y^ M(An) = < x e X : x = V] x"(unconditionally convergent), n>\ n>\
x" £M(A"), zzeN (2) M is a weak multimeasure if for every x* e X*, A -> cr(x*, M (A)) -suPxeM(A)(x*, x) is a signed measure on IRU{+oo} .
The above two definitions are equivalent in the case of Pwkc{X)-\alued multimeasures [3, Proposition 3].
Let X be a cr-field and M: X -> PfC{X) a multimeasure. If A e X, let n be the collection of all finite X-partitions of A. We define: |Mp) = sup ^.h({0},M{An))
A"en where h denotes the Hausdorff distance.
If |Af|(Q) < oo, then we say that M(-) is of bounded variation. Note that \M\(-) is itself and IR+-valued measure.
The space of all X-valued countably additive vector measures on X will be denoted by M(X). A measure m e M(X) is a selector of a multimeasure M: X -> Pfc(X) if m(A) e M (A) for every A £ I,. The set of selectors of M will be denoted by Sm-Recall that Sm is decomposable, i.e., for A e X and (mx, mf) e SmxSm the measure XAmx + Xcm2 e Sm (here XAm(B) -m(ADB) for all Bel,).
If p: X -► IR+ is a countably additive measure and M: X -> P/C(X) a set function then M will be called continuous with respect to p (M « p) if limll{E)^ohi{0},MiE)) = 0.
Extending a strongly additive set function on a ct-field
In this section we provide the conditions for which a set function defined on a field Xn can be extended to a multimeasure on the rj-field generated by Xn .
Before going into our main theorem we need some auxiliary results. For the following assume that X is a real Banach space. Proposition 2.1. Let Xn be a field of subsets of a set fl, M: Xn -> Pfc{X) a set function such that M(Lf) is a relatively weakly compact subset of X, and the application A -► o(x*, M (A)) is a finitely additive measure for every x* e X*. Then M is strongly additive.
Proof. Let {^n}«>iÇXn pairwise disjoint and x"eM(A").
Since o(x*, M(-)) is finitely additive we have o(x*, M(\Jl A")) -XTi a(x*, M{A")) for every x* £ X*, therefore M{\j[An) = Y!\(M(An) which implies that Yj\xn € -^(Ui A") ç M (Lo) which is weakly relatively compact, therefore each subseries J2k>l x"k has a weakly convergent subseries. We will show that for every x* e X* the series ^">x(x*, x") converges. If not, then there exists Xq e X* such that the series Yln>\(xo > x«) diverges. Therefore the series of the positive terms or the series of the negative terms of 5^n>1(Xo , xf) diverges, a contradiction, since each subseries of J2n>x xn-and consequently each subseries of \fjn>\(xo ' xn)-has a convergent subseries.
The conclusion now follows from Theorem IV. If in addition o(x*, M(-)) is countably additive for every x* e X* then (iii) the collection {o(x*, M(-)): x* e X*, \\x*\\ < 1} is a uniformly strongly additive family of measures.
Proof, (i) If /z({0}, Y, M(Ak)) does not converge to 0 as n -» oo then there exist e > 0 and a subsequence {zz¡},eN of N, such that h({0}, Yf¡f>n. M(Ak)) > e. Therefore for each i there exists m, e N and x, e X with \\xf\ > e/2 such that x, e Y*U, M(Ak) (here £">, M" = {x = £">i x" : x" e M"} with M" ç X, n e N). But then the series 2jí>i xm diverges, a contradiction.
(ii) As in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we have that M is finitely additive.
If Af(Xn) is not bounded then there exists {A"}">x C X such that h{{0}), M{AX)) > 1, An Ç A"+x Vzz e N, and h{{0}, M{A"+X)) > 2h{{0},M{An)).
Take xx e M{AX) such that ||x,|| > 1 and y" e An such that ||y"+i|| > 2/z({0}, M{A")) for n > 1 . Then y"+1 = y'+i +x"+1 where x"+x e 5"+1 = An+X\A" and y^+1 e v4". Therefore ||x"+i|| > h{{0}, M{An)) > 1, which implies that the series Y,n>xx" diverges while {B"}n>x ÇX are pairwise disjoint, x" e B" , and M is strongly additive, a contradiction. Proof. By Lemma 2.2(iii) the collection {rj(x*, M(-)): x* e X*, \\x*\\ < 1} is a uniformly countably additive family of real-valued measures on X0. By the Carathéodory extension theorem for each x* e X*, \\x*\\ < 1, there exists a unique countably additive measure ox.(-) which extends o(x*, M(-)) on the rj-field X generated by Xo-Lemma 1 on p. 26 of [ 1 ] guarantees that the family {oX'(-): x* e X*, \\x*\\ < 1} is uniformly countably additive and Theorem 4 on p. 11 of [ 1 ] provides us with a nonnegative real-valued countably additive measure p on X such that lim/i(£)_o suP||x*||<i °x * (E) = 0 which implies that M«p\^. Proof. We supply X with the pseudometric d defined by d(Ex, Ef) = p(ExAE2), Ex, E2 £ X. The subspace X0 is then dense in X with respect to d. Since M « p|e0 the measures o(x*, M0(-))'-Lo -» IR are uniformly continuous on Xo for every x* e X*. So each of them has a uniformly continuous extension ax*(f) : X->IR. It is easily verified that ox.(-) is a countably additive p-continuous measure on X for every x* £ X* . Since the application x* -> a(x*, M (A)) is weakly lower semicontinuous for every A e X0, X0 is dense in X, and ax * (•) are uniformly continuous for every x* e X* we easily deduce that x* -► ox*(A) is also weakly lower semicontinuous for every A £L. We now define M: X -» Pbfc{X) by M {A) = {x e X: (x*, x) < ox * {A) for every x* e X*}, A e X. The remarks on p. 4.8 of [5] guarantee that Af is a weak multimeasure. Obviously M extends Mo to X.
We are now ready to state the basic result of this section. 
The integral of a bounded measurable function with respect to a multimeasure
In this section we define the integral of a bounded measurable function with respect to a multimeasure and study its properties.
Assume that (fi, X) is a measurable space, X a Banach space, and G: X -► Pwkc(X) a multimeasure. Let B(L) be the space of all functions /: Q -> IR which are X-measurable and bounded. Proof. First we will show that M (A) £ Pwkc(X) for every A e X. So let {JAfdmn}nen be a sequence in M (A) where {mn}n€N Ç Sa-Since Sg is compact for the topology of simple weak pointwise convergence (see [6, §4] ) there exists a subsequence {m"k}keN of {m"}"€m which converges to m £ SgBut then for x* e X* we have:
lim (x*, I fdm"k) = lim / fd(x*, m"k) By (1) and (2) above we get that oIx*,mI\Ja,A j >Yjo(x* , M(A,)). and the result follows from a density argument. We will now study the relation between Sm and Sg -So let m e Sg ■ Then measure zz: X -> X defined by n(A) -JA fdm for A e X is clearly a selector of M. Conversely let n e Sm and for A e X define Remark. If f(w) ^ 0 for all w e Í2 then the multimeasure F defined above is actually single valued.
Let ext A denote the extreme points of the set A ç X.
Theorem 3.6. Let G, M be as above and fi(w) / 0 for every w e ii. Then if n £ extSM there exists unique m £ Sg such that n(A) = \Afdm for A e X azza" if n £ ext5V the measure n defined by n(A) = JA fdm for A e X is an extreme point of SMProof. Let zz e Sm-The existence and uniqueness of an me Sg s.t. n(A) = JAfdm for A e X is guaranteed by Theorem 3.4 and the above remark. For the second part let M e Sg and n £ SM defined by zz(^) = JAfdm for A e X.
Suppose that n e ext Sm-Then there exist nx,n2 e S m , mx,m2 e Sg , and a e IR such that nx(A) = fAfdmx, n2(A) = ¡Afdm2, and n(A) = anx(A) + (1 -a)n2(A) for A e X. Therefore / /a*zn = a / fdmx + (1 -a) / d fm2 => / fd(m -amx -(1 -a)zzz2) = 0 ja J a Ja Ja for every A e X.
By Lemma 3.5 above we get m -amx + (1 -a)m2, a contradiction which implies that n e extSW.
